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University makes cuts to achieve liquidity
The Financial Affairs Office
B y A L E X G A M E Z
Crescent Staff
On Jan . 19 , P res iden t Rob in
Baker and Ted Allen, vice president
of finance and business operations,
spoke at the annual All Community
Meeting in Hoover. The meeting
was largely meant to brief faculty
on the future budgetary measures
and programs the university would
pursue going forward
I n a d d i t i o n , P r e s i d e n t B a k e r
emphasized the reasoning behind
recent financial decisions and new
programs on campus, saying the
reasoning has always been, and
continues to be, making sure a
George Fox education is accessible
Photo by TYLER ZIMMERMAN I The Crescent
and affordable to current and pro
spective students.
Lefs start out with the basics;
why is the university making cuts
and are they really necessary?
The cause, as President Baker
has repeated many times in blog
entries and community meetings,
remain the increasing costs of
higher education. The challenge
for George Fox, then, is to keep
expenses at a minimum, and as a
result, tuition would not be subject
ed to annual Increases.
This challenge is compounded
by another pressure coming from
the university's financer. Bank
of America. Bank of America has
required George Fox to save up a
sizeable nest egg. To summarize,
in 2004, George Fox took out a
bond from Bank of America worth
$28.5 million, and the bank has re
cently responded to the degraded
economic c l imate w i th a new re
quirement: 25% of this balance in
reserves, which is about 58 miilion
In savings.
Does the university have this
already? No. And that's why bud
getary measures are taking effect
and new programs are being Intro
duced to the university curriculum.
In an email, the President stated,
"Our goal is to increase our liquidity
both through fund raising and also
through operations in order to suc
cessfully achieve our goals. It is im
portant to note that these are new
goals that are a product of the re
cession and the circumstances that
we a l l face."
F u r t h e r, P r e s i d e n t B a k e r a f
firmed that while challenging, he
has no doubts that the university
will be able to fulfill its liquidity re
quirement. He summarized: "So the
institution is In financial difficulty?
Not really. Aaually, we're right now
in better health than we ever have
been during the last twenty years.
So, on one level, we're doing better,
but on another level, we've been
presented with new standards that
w e d o n ' t m e e t . "
With this new standard, the uni
versity has decided that to get to
the $8 million dollar mark, budget
c u t s n e e d t o b e m a d e t h a t w i l l
affect faculty retirement and Act
Vi, to name the two programs pri
marily discussed in the All Commu
nity Meeting. Additionally, physical
therapy as a major and the football
program have been added to drive
the need for additional funds while
the university also satisfies its new
liquidity standard. Fewer expenses
matched with an increase in avail
able funds would ensure the uni
versity's ability to meet Bank of
America's latest requirement.
Ted Allen stated, "In a university
setting, there are not many dials
you can turn quickiy to get a quick
resu/f. Most of our costs are person
nel costs and facilities, and without
making drastic changes in those,
there's no way to make a significant
impact on these budget numbers."
One number, he said, that could
relieve some expense to the univer
sity is its contribution to its faculty's
re t i rement , " i t i s one o f the fewServe trips offer global perspective on service
B y T O R I N U N N E N K A M P
Crescent Staff
Once spring semester ends,
George Fox University wil l be
sending groups of students abroad
on two serve trips.
For the third year, George Fox
a d d e d a n a d d i t i o n a l J u n e S e r v e
to its annual May Serve trip. June
Serve has been available twice in
previous years: once in 2002 to
Romania and again in 2007 to India.
May Serve will be returning to
Swaziland after its trip in 2010 and
June Serve, led by Clint and Sarah
Baldwin, will be going to Romania
and Moldova. In previous years.
May Serve has gone to Thailand,
Braz i l and Cuba.
According to the George Fox
Web site, "May Serve is a three to
four week-long ministry, missions,
and awareness trip during which
students work with the people and
culture of a specific country."
June Serve acts as an extension
of this purpose, and it was not
added because of increased student
interest. The resources and oppor
tunities available largely determine
the number of trips provided by
George Fox.
"Finding the leaders and being
able to cover their portion of the
funding is important, so right now,
as far as training and logistics, we
can handle about two teams," said
Director o f Serv ice and Outreach
Andrea Crenshaw.
The May Serve team 2011 in Peru
Photo by MELISSA FLOCH | George Fox University
It Is estimated that a combined
60 students applied for May and
June Serve, but only 15 students
were accepted to Swaziland and
11 to Romania and Moldova. There
are no specific requirements that
guarantee a student's acceptance,
though there are many guide
lines. They look for students from a
variety of majors, serve trip experi
ences, and personalities who will
form a good team.
"One of the things that's most
important to me is that the stu
dents that go recognize how their
gifts and passions fit with a global
perspective of what God is doing all
over the world," said Crenshaw.
On the trip to Swaziland, stu
dents will work in care points and
make home visits. The group has no
definite plans or projects to fulfill,
and the students will serve as an
encouragement to families and
workers already there.
On the June Serve trip to
Roman ia , t he Ba ldw ins w i l l wo rk
with Word Made Flesh and follow
many of the same preparations for
George Fox students.
Sophomore Alexis Christopher-
son will be going on the June Serve.
trip after applying for the second
year. "My team and I have spent
a tot of time getting to know one
another and discovering each
other's strengths," said Christopher-
s o n .
Culture shock and Western
pride are two big concerns for both
serve trips. Before going abroad,
the accepted students focus on
See SERVE | page 3
dials we can turn to have an impact
[on savings) ... So it's still signifi
cant, but it is a reduction from what
we're doing today."
The Act VI program will also ex
perience some changes. Valued at
$40,000 per scholarship each year
for four years, the university will
limit the scholarship to seven stu
dents instead often.
P res i den t Bake r a f fi rmed t ha t
the program continues to be im
portant to the university's aims,
particularly in introducing diversity
o n c a m p u s .
"You really want to give 20
scholarships," Baker said. "You want
these students here. The pool has
increased each and every year in
terms of academic quality. But the
bottom line is that it's really expen
sive for the university.
"We still think it is a great
program, but we're just looking at
keeping it intact, but reducing the
scholarship from ten to seven," he
a d d e d . •
While the university has deter
mined such budget measures to be
necessary. Act Vi—just as the uni
versity's contribution to its faculty's
re t i rement—wi l l not be d isso lved.
'There's no^ plan to just eliminate
programs and cut things," said
A l l e n .
Moreover, Allen cited Increased
enrollment over time, specvhcaWy
trom tV\e r\e>N tootbaW program,
will help contribute to the mon
etary goals of the university: "Over
time, these are investments that are
worthwhile and add value econom
ically to the university," he said.
Essentially, the football and
physical therapy programs are ex
pected to bring in new revenue to
See LIQUIDITY | page 3
Sen ior bus iness
projects begin
B y A L E X I S C H R I S T O P H E R S O N
Crescent Staff
Every year Facebook, Twitter,
and the Student Union Building fill
with messages to George Fox Uni
versity students about the new stu
dent-opened businesses. These are
just a part of the process: the busi
ness major senior capstone project.
This year there are a large variety of
new and exciting enterprises.
The first of these is The Fitted
Fox. The Fitted Fox is a student-
run consignment clothing store
that buys students' old clothes and
resells them at a good price. The
store works to be creative both in
their merchandise and their mar
keting tactics.
Alex OpBroek says, "it's an am
bitious idea, but so far it's been a
great experience." They are open
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
5-7pm in the Bruin Den. Like them
on Facebook at: https://www.face-
book.com/TheFi t tedFox
The second of these Is Drivers in
Disguise. Drivers in Disguise offers a
taxi service and Foxhole drink deliv
ery in the form of a golf cart duringthe hours of 7-10 p.m., Monday
through Thursday. Drink ordering is
done on their Facebook page: www.
facebook.com/DriversinDisguise.They are also featuring Valen
tine's packages involving romantic
music and a single red rose. Team
S e e C A P S T O N E page 3
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A glance at the university's finances^ , „ „ i n a s s o m e f a c u l t y a n d a d m i n
ByKASEY CARTER
Crescent Sta f f
With significant program addi
tions to the George Fox University
campus come significant financiai
questions. Tuition funds the bulk of
what the university does, but there
are larger projects, like the con
struction of buildings and facilities,
as wel l as academic and athlet ic
programs, that depend on other
means for funds.
Annually creating the budget
for George Fox is the Job of a
budget team, comprised of the
vice presidents, deans, and Caitlin
Corning, a faculty representative.
"It's a good group; we work well
together," said Executive Vice Presi
dent of Finance and Operations Ted
A l i e n .
The budget team looks at the
academic programs and makes sure
they get the funding they need.
After the members of the budget
team put together proposals, they
present them to the board of trust
ees for approval. The creation of the
budget is a well-rounded endeavor
that is also re-checked and ap
proved by multiple people.
Primary budgetary expensesare personnel, including faculty and
staff as well as their benefits, all of
which totals to about 70 percent of
the budget. General campus main
tenance is also a major recipient.
Adding physical therapy (pro
jected to begin in the fail of 2012),
football and lacrosse programs will
increase enrollment, which will in
crease revenue based on tuition.
That is, the more students who
come because of the new programs,
the more tuition money the school
receives, and the bigger the budget
the university has to work with.
Currently, the university is
working on fulfilling a liquidity re
quirement as per its bank's request.
Liquidity for the university is like
putting ^ 3^ e'"enrXen?
or a: unexpected event
^^Tn a^hard place at the
the university is working to sat sty
the bank's requirements. As a resul.
the university Is looking for alter
nate means. "We can't just make
up all our shortfall by saying were
going to raise tuition a lot more,
said Allen.
Instead of raising tuitiort, cut
backs are occurring in places like re
tirement contribution and positions
that have been vacated. According
to the January all-faculty meeting,
adminis t rat ive
positions will not be filled. A key to
achieving the bank's requirements
is to "keep expenses low, about
where they are this year,"said Allen.
Much like the students at
George Fox, the university is
working to pay back a loan. The
liquidity requirement Is a way to
keep the bank happy about lending
u s m o n e y .
Football: Where does the
money come from?
B y H E AT H E R D e R O S A
Crescent Sta f f
F o xOn Oct. 5, 2013 George
University wil l have one more
sports team officially added to their
growing list of NCAA Division III
sports. Currently the university has
68 percent of the start-up costs for
the football program, paid through
donations. The football program
was started to bring a new group of
students to George Fox who would
not ordinarily enroll here.
Since 2008 the university has
been planning the 2013 kickoff to
the new football program after ob
serving Pacific University start up
their football program.
"As part of that plan we sought
to increase the quality of our busi
ness programs, launch a graduate
program In physical therapy, and
add football as an expansion to our
athletic programs for students at
the university," Executive Vice Presi
dent for Finance and Business Op-
e r a t i o n s Te d A l l e n s a i d .
While George Fox is starting up
the football program to bring more
students to campus, the univer
sity Is not spending money on the
football program that is set aside
for student housing or academic
buildings on campus. "Since 2001
most of our construction projects
on campus have expanded and in
creased the quality of the academic
experience," said Allen.
George Fox added the Stevens
Center in 2001, followed by the ex
pansion of Woodmar and the ad
dition of the engineering program
in 2004. Then in 2006, Hoover was
remodeled, the nursing program
"We are not planning
to specifically subsidize
the football program
via increases In tuition,
housing, etc."
added as a major, the Villa Academ
i c C e n t e r r e m o d e l e d a n d L e S h a n a
R e s i d e n t H a i l b u i i t .
Fortunately the University does
not plan on increasing the cost to
students to attend George Fox.
"We are not planning to specifi
cally subsidize the football program
via increases in tuition, housing,
etc," Allen said.
The only thing George Fox has
not improved on since that time is
athletic programs. "What we have
not done is improve our athletic
venues. The board, as early as 2004,
decided to concentrate on improv
ing our athletic venues and the gift
of the Austin land began to make
this possible. We have consistently
added and improved academic
space," said Allen.
"At the Division lil level, where
there are no athletic scholarships
awarded, our focus, when it comes
to athletics, is on participation and
the love of the sport," the George
Fox football website says.
As for the 2012-13 budget, the
University has set aside a very little
amount compared to the total price
to add the program. "We have ap
proximately $200,000 allocated
the 2012-13 budget related to the
launch o f f oo tba l l and l ac rosse , "
A l l e n s a i d .
The football program has been
p r i m a r i l y f u n d e d b y G e o r g e F o x
Wumni, who have raised rrearty hve
of the seven million dollars needed,
or 68 percent of the start-up cost.
"Football has generated energy
among alumni and in our communi
ty which has resulted in significant
financial support of our efforts. The
program wiil be paid for by donors
who seek t he rees tab l i shmen t o f
football at George Fox University,"
s a i d A l l e n .
The ASC budget and you
By KASEY CARTER
Crescent Staff
The Associated Student Com
munity (ASC) is the student govern
ment, and it includes all George Fox
University students. Every student
who pays tuition and fees, both full-
and part-time students, pays for
ASC to function.
For each academic year, full-
time students pay a student body
fee of $100, while part-time stu
dents pay $50 (actually $99 and $49
due to a $1 fee), adding up to about
$345,000 for this year. The Student
Project Fund requires 7 percent of
the ASC budget: the remainder is
divided up among different ASC
committees and programs.
Major fund holders in ASC are
activities, at $43,320, and commu
nications, at $36,985. The activities
budget is substantial because it
consists of all the dances. Blue Zone
activities, the Mr. Bruin pageant,
and more. Communications is simi
larly substantial because the year
book L'ami, The Crescent and Bruin
Duectohes are a\\ phnxed, a sub
stantial expense.
ASC provides a considerable
number of programs and services
for surprisingly few stipends. When
calculated down to an hourly wage,
ASC commi t tee members make a
couple dollars an hour, and the vol
unteer positions make nothing.
The ASC contingency fund
receives a generous share of the
budget each year. It is essentially
a reserve fund, a "just in case" fund
designed to handle ASC activities
if there is a considerable dip in the
flux of student enrollment.
Other funds of interest are the
Academic Pursuit Fund, which, ac
cording to online ASC Resources,
"provides aid for any student in
special academic pursuits. Specialacademic pursuits include, but are
not limited to, students attend
ing academic conferences and/or
making presentations in a field of
study."
The Community Life Fund Is
also "designed to help enhance
community on campus by provid
ing funding for extracurricular and
student-developed activities," ac
cording to online ASC Resources.
The APF and CLF are available
to any student who fills out an ap
plication, available online, and who
is approved through central com
m i t t e e .
S ince ASC ex i s t s because o f
and for students, the funds are
also available for students to take
advantage of. According to ASC
tTeasutet k\ex OpBtoeV., "VWej
don't spend a\\ of our money every
year... All excess gets pushed to
an account that lets us do bigger
things in the future."That account is
the contingency fund, basically an
ASC savings account.
ASC money is student-contrib
u t e d a n d s t u d e n t - d i r e c t e d . F i n d
out how you can add your input
into how your student body spends
y o u r m o n e y .
Is George Fox falsely advertising about study abroad?
B y A L E X I S C H R I S TO P H E R S O N
Crescent Sta f f
Clint Baldwin's office is full of
books. Books on every subject,
from Justice and global issues to re
ligion to cultures. I take a seat next
to the window looking out onto the
quad, the clock tower striking three
o'clock. A book on Judaism catches
my eye. I am, after ail, studying
Judaism In my World Religions
class. But that is not why I am here. I
am here to talk about study abroad
funding and the department that
runs the programs: The Center for
Global Studies.
Not one to sweat the small stuff
or fear the hard questions, Clint
starts with an overarching state
ment: "George Fox is at a very solid
place financially." It's like he knows
what I'm there to talk about.
George Fox advertises itself
a s o n e o f t h e s c h o o l s w i t h t h e
highest rate of students studying
abroad. To the students of George
Fox, this does not seem to be the
case. Rumors circulate all through
the student body about how some
students get cut depending on the
programs they put first or how over
half of the students who applied
didn't make the cut to travel abroad
for a semester.
Bu t he re ' s the t ru th .
"We are here, as the Center of
Global Studies, to send as many
students as we possibly can, based
on budget limitations, as desire
to go," Baldwin says. "Just because
a student doesn't get accepted,
doesn't mean that they shouldn't
h a v e . "
Studying abroad is a huge re
sponsibility on a student, educa
tionally, emotionally, and spiritually,
and the Center for Global Studies,
w h i c h c o n s i s t s o f B a l d w i n a n d
Melanie Newell, works hard to find
programs that are holistic.
"Integration of faith and learn
ing together make for good educa
tion," Baldwin says.
Because of this there are high
expectations for the students who
end up studying abroad. Applicants
are reviewed with a long list of at
tr ibutes, which includes but is not
limited to the student's major or
minor, how the program fits with
their educational goals, GPA (which
is a significant factor, but not the
tiebreaker), faculty recommenda
tions, year in school, and the quality
of how the student acts as a citizen
of the George Fox community.
"They need to be prepared so
they can get the best experience
and to be good ambassadors to
Fox," Baldwin explains.
This year, 63 students applied to
study abroad in the 2012-13 school
year, and 31, slightly less than half,
were accepted. Those who were
turned down either didn't meet the
requirements or exceeded the set
budget.
Similar to other application
processes on campus, such as
Resident Assistant applications.
major programs like nursing and
social work, or Spiritual Life Chap
lain applications, it doesn't mean
that those who don't get to study
abroad are less qualified; it Just
means the program ran out of op
portunities for the amount of stu
dents who applied.
Bear in mind, study abroad is
for those who want to go as part
of their major or for future career
goals. Studying abroad Just to go
for fun isn't an option.
While a student who applies
to study abroad may think that the
cost of his program will be a factor
in the decision process, it actually
will not be a major factor.
Particularly with the language
programs, whether or not a student
is allowed to go to a particular
program is decided largely in part
by faculty recommendations, dic
tating the student's readiness tobe in a foreign country and speak
Crescent
The Crescent Staff 2011-2012
the language. So even though four
months in Spain is more expensive
than four months in Costa Rica, if a
student gets picked for one or the
other, it's based on the student's
proficiency.The varying costs of the pro
grams, while still having students
pay the normal George Fox tuition,is similar to having different majors,
yet paying the same tuition. The
leeway in some programs makes upfor the costs of the programs, per
sonnel working In the departments,
the Registrars, Financial Aid, build
ing upkeep, etc. As Baldwin says"We don't charge the students who
ask more questions."
Like Baldwin says, George Fox isin a stable position financially espe
cially concerning the study abroad
program. George Fox is a part of
e r a C o n s o r t i u mC^C) and the Council for ChristianColeges and Universities (CCCU),
and while some schools have more
abroad funding, George Fox has
one of the best programs out of
other Christian colleges in terms of
percentages.
The Center for Global Studies is
always working on new programs
and it hopes to keep adding new
countries as the Center grows.
So, should the department
have more funding? Baldwin nods
enthusiastically. The Center forGlobal Studies is always advocat
ing it. Should there be more people
working in the Center to managethe programs and funding? Of
course. But do the needs of the
Center outweigh those of other
departments? Baldwin can't really
answer tha t .
What's important is that the
goal of the Center for Global Studies
is to send as many students as it can
abroad. And that is what ranks them
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No real bones to pick with the Bon
B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S
Crescent Staff
General Manager Denny Law
rence of Bon App6tit at George Fox
University answers some questionsabout the workings of the Bon.
"This year, I'll spend over a
million dollars on food," Lawrence
said, "about $35,000 a week."
As a student, what am I really
paying for?
How many times have you
heard people calculate the price of
meals? "If I'm paying this much a se
mester, then It will be this much per
meal." But In reality, students don't
realize the price Is actually much
lower per meal than they think.
"We don't get all the money
that they [students] pay. Students
pay money for their meal plan; we
get about half that total cost to pay
for the meals," Lawrence said. "Part
of the money goes to the university
to keep the upkeep on the build
ing. We get part of the money to
provide food."
Why don't my unused meals roil
over from week to week?
Many students wonder why
unused meals on a weekly meal
plan cannot be transferred over
to the following week. The answer
Is: "the missing meal factor." The
missing meal factor Is a calculation
that Is used to budget the costs of
meal plans for students based upon
an average number of meals per
week that will be missed.
"So students on a 14 meal plan,
we know that based on averages,
they're going to miss about 25% of
those meals... over a course of the
school year," Lawrence said. There
fore, If the percentage of missed
meals decreases (giving extra meals
to friends) then the cost of meal
plans will Increase.
Harvard professor
to visit George Fox
t h i s m o n t h
B y M A K E N Z I E D AV I S
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
On February 20, Harvard's
George Vasmer Leverett Profes
sor of Physics, Dr. Gerald Gabrl-
else, continues the Dalton Lecture
Series at George Fox University
with the topic "God of Antimatter."
The lecture starts at 7:30 p.m.
I n W o o d - m a r A u d i t o r i u m : a t
tendance Is free and open to the
public.
Gabrielse stated he is coming
to George Fox simply because he
" w a s a s k e d w i t h e n t h u s i a s m . "
"Several of the science faculty
heard [Gabrielse] speaking at a
Murdock Undergraduate Research
Conference," said Paul Chamber
lain, PhD, George Fox professor of
organic chemistry. "I would hope
that he shares about his research
to make antlprotons (antimat
ter)... [and] how his faith and his
sc ience In te rsec t .
A c c o r d i n g t o h i s o n l i n e
r e s u m e , G a b r i e l s e o b t a i n e d
his PhD from the University of
Chicago. From that point, he came
t o r e s e a r c h a n d t e a c h a t t h e U n i
versity of Washington In Seattle
and currently holds a position at
Harvard University.
He has acquired mult iple
awards In his field, such as: the
Ju l i u s L i l l e n fe l d P r i ze a n d t h e
D a v l s s o n - G e r m e r P r i z e o f t h e
American Physical Society, and
t h e A l e x a n d e r Vo n H u m b o l d t
Research Award . He Is a lso a
m e m b e r o f t h e U S N a t i o n a l
Academy of Sciences.
Gabrlelse's research group at
Harvard participates In "a variety
of atomic, optical, elementary par
ticle, plasma and low temperature
physics experiments."
In addition to these academic
awards, professor Gabrielse travels
to different locations to speak on
his belief of religion and science.
"We badly need people of
faith and people of science willing
to say 'I don't know,' rather than
folks who are always certain,"
claimed Gabrielse In a PowerPoint
presentation on "God of Antimat
ter" posted on Powershow.com.
T h e D a l t o n L e c t u r e S e r i e s
is hosted by George Fox's De
p a r t m e n t o f B i o l o g y a n d
C h e m i s t r y . A c c o r d i n g t o t h e
University's website, the series
features renown Christ ian scien
tists and is named after Quaker
scientist, John Dalton, famous for
"the development of the modern
atomic theory."
The intended main purpose of
this lecture is "to hear from an In
ternationally known scientist who
I s a l s o a C h r i s t i a n a n d t o l e a r n
how he Integrates his faith and
science,"added Chamberlain.
In a previous Interview on
George Fox's news page. Cham
berlain stated "This Is an excel
lent opportunity for our students
- and anyone who has a keen In
t e r e s t i n s c i e n c e - t o h e a r f r o m a
leading scientist In his field."
"I would hope that he
shares about his reasearch..,
[and] how his faith and his
sc ience In te rsec t "
Want to help keep the cost
d o w n ?
"We do everything we can to try
to keep everybody's cost down, and
"There's a lot of changes
we'd like to do, but given
the economic c l imate . . .
some of those have been
put on hold."
something that will greatly help
that is the amount of waste that
students generate," Lawrence said.
Over 400 pounds of food waste Is
thrown out every day. Students
can help keep costs down by not
throwing away as much uneaten
food. Only taking the amount that
Is appropriate to eat will require the
Bon to cook less food, which means
buying less food. If waste Is mini
mized, then the cost of meals will
d e c r e a s e .
Future for the Bon?
There have been several pro
posals to reinvent the dining ex
perience of the Bon. This Included
the const ruct ion of a whole new
Student Union Building that would
allow the Bon to expand.
"There's a lot of changes we'd
like to do, but given the economic
climate we've been facing, some of
those have been put on hold," said
Lawrence. This expansion would
allow for meal plans to change and
become a full declining balance.
This would allow students to place
dol lar balances on their ID cards
and then use it to purchase food,
like a debit card. Yet, this concept Is
still just an Idea.
"Because of the small footprint
we have in this building, we really
can't do the declining balance
program because you need more
r o o m t o s e r v e t h e f o o d a n d c a s h
registers,"Lawrence said. "There isn't
room in this building to do it. We'd
love to do It."
Vegan and Gluten-Free
With no major renovations In
the near future, the Bon is concen
trating on other tasks. "This year we
have spent a lot trying to enhance
our food options for our students
that have gluten restrictions," Law
rence said. In addition to providing
more options for gluten-free stu
dents, vegan dietary needs are also
being catered to, a first for the Bon
this year.
Have a suggestion? Write It
d o w n .
"If students have thoughts or
ideas, we'd love to hear about."
Censored: Internet policy at George Fox
B y J E S S l C A S TA N T O N
Crescent Staff
Fortlguard Is the network ap
pliance that George Fox University
uses to censor Internet capability
on campus. It was established In
2005 and costs the university
$5,400 annually to update the
system.
I t wo rks w i t h a se r ve r I n t he IT
department. The system on the
server is Fortlguard. Within the
Fortiguard system, there are 79 cat
egories that an establishment can
choose to have the system block
Internet access to. The categories
range from personal vehicles, arts
and culture, dating, search engines,
and nudity and risque. Overall For
t lguard rates 47 mi l l ion websites.
Fortiguard's database is constantly
updated from users all around the
w o r l d .
George Fox allows Fortiguard
to censor out any content that Is
not in alignment with student life
policies, a verbal agreement that
Student life and IT had prior to In
stalling Fortlguard. George Fox
blocks a total of five to seven dif
ferent categories.
One of these categories is
Malware. Malware is any malicious
software that would try to cause
identity theft.
Next to the Malware protec
tion for all George Fox faculty, staff,
and students, there is the Higher
Education Opportunity Act (HEOA),
established in 2009 under George
W. Bush's administration. HEOA has
a section that prohibits copyright
abuse on education campuses.
There are other categories that
IT has selected to be moni tored
by Fortiguard. An example would
be pornography or hate-related
content. The categories selected
for Internet censoring fall In agree
ment with the University's standard
o f I n t e r n e t c o m m u n i c a t i o n .
The policy for Internet commu-
n i c a t i o n c a n b e f o u n d a t t h e U n i
versity's website under the Student
Handbook, in the computer and
technology link:
"The university believes it Is
unacceptable to misuse comput
e r s o r o t h e r m e d i u m s o f c o m m u
nication (mail service or phone
systems) for the purpose of harass
ment; use, possession, or distribu
tion of pornography; plagiarism;
any other violations of the commu
nity standards; or any violations of
state or federal law. The university
does not guarantee privacy on the
university network or e-mail, and
Web Page Blocked!
You have tried to access a web page v
URL: www.urbandic t lonary.com/
Category: Adult Materials
To have the rating of this web page re
This pops up on the screen when a web site Is accessed that does not
coincide with the university's standard of Internet communication
reserves the right to monitor and
search any network traffic or files."
T h e s t u d e n t l i f e h a n d b o o k
policy does not guarantee the
privacy of network or email, but
according to Network and System
Administrator Brad Weldon, they
have no ability to go in and look
at personal email, and they never
have had to do so.
T h e t i m e s w h e n W e l d o n h a s
gone in and checked a website's
content was due to a request from
a s t u d e n t . S o m e t i m e s c o n t e r \ t t h a t
Is appropriate falls Into a category
on accident; thus Is blocked by the
system.Three to four years ago Fa-
c e b o o k w a s b l o c k e d . I t f e l l u r \ d e r
an inappropriate category for the
University on accident. IT was quick
to resolve the problem and all it
took was the rea l i za t ion tha t i t ' s
content is user friendly and a click
o f t h e m o u s e .
That's right. If an Internet site
is blocked, an email can be sent to
the IT department with a rationale
of request for use of the site.
On top of a request to IT de
partment for Internet access to a
particular site, a notification can be
sent directly to Fortlguard software
company If content Is out of GFU
student life policy or appropriate
for student use.
"Respect and responsibility is
h o w w e t r e a t o u r s t u d e n t s w h e n I t
comes to online access," said Mark
Pothoff, when asked about Student
Life's Involvement In online censor
ing, "we are not a watchdog when
it comes to our internet policy."
Fortlguard does not singly
monitor George Fox's Internet
access; the software Is also Installed
over at Friendsvlew, who appreci
ate the blocked sites.
LIQUIDITY: Financial cutbacks
Continued from page 1
the university. These programs will then help
the university reach Its goal of $8 million in
liquidity as a safety net. This net, In turn, willthen satisfy the university's financer. Bank of
America, who has set this monetary standard
for George Fox In an effort to pay down Its
now $23 million loan.
With football as part of the sports offer
ings, George Fox will draw paying students
who are both willing to pay for an education
here and willing to play on the field. As the
university offers no sports scholarships, the
program's merit In a strictly economic sense
appears worthwhile.
Aside from the financial motivation to es
tablish the football program, President Baker
stated, "Our goals are to make sure that they
[the coaches] fit the academic mission of the
Institution, that the coaches fit the spiritual
mission of the Institution. We have no desire
to have a program that wouldn't do those
kinds of things."
In other words, according to Baker, the
football program Is not just a money-maker;
It's an extension of George Fox's mission.
While no one likes to talk about budget
cuts and multi-million dollar obligations,
President Baker has continued to Insist that
even those priorities are second to provid
ing Its students with a high quality Christian
education. The liquidity standard will be met
with efficient and strategic planning. The
President's concern remains on seeking out
solutions to this question: "How do we serve
students well, keep our costs down, and
therefore control the rising tuition rates?"
While It Is true that tuition must Increase
as the cost of operational and maintenance
costs continue to climb, the President and
the university remain committed to keeping
students as their first consideration in any
new measure they consider.
CAPSTONE: Business students' final projects
Continued from page 1
leader Kerl Moore says that what they hope to
"u t i l i ze Is an en ter ta inment fac to r tha t wou ld
capture students' Interest In using our services
and have fun while doing It. Our group thought
that driving around a large golf cart In superhero
costumes with music playing would be the way
to do It."
Another senior capstone project is the stu
dent-run flower shop. Bruin Bloom, which pro
vides "simple, affordable and beautiful flowers on
campus," says the team leader Selena Tabscott.
They update their Facebook page (www.face-
book/brulnblooms) every day with Information
on where they will be on campus so students can
buy flowers from them. They sold bouquets of red
roses for Valentine's Day.
Finally, TIeBet Is a student-run business
"selling unique, handmade, fair-trade products
from Tibet," says their team leader Eric Barton.
They hope to raise money for a Tibetan school
that team member Gary Wang worked with by
"connecting Oregon andTlbet."They can be found
in the SUB during lunch.
SERVE: Two trips this year
Continued from page 1
cultural preparation and group dynam
ics. During the trip, every person will
process their experiences as a group, and
they spend two to three days debriefing
before flying home.
Much of the students' culture shock
can come from returning to a country
focused on materialism and excess.
"They've just spent a month with
people who have to walk two miles to
get water," said Crenshaw, "and they have
a running faucet, and they let It run as
they brush their teeth."
Above all, the leaders of May and
June Serve want students to apply their
skills to ministry and learn how they can
best serve God with a global perspective.
"My greatest hope for the trip is to
let Christ teach me things that I am not
expecting," said Chrlstopherson. "1 have
the typical mission trip things in mind,
of course, but I want Him to get into my
sou! and teach me things about Himself
and His children that I've never known."
F E A T U R E
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Jenny and Tyler share music, stories, relationship advice
Jenny and Tyler Somers.
Photo courtesy of JENNY AND TYLER SOMERS
By SARAH BRASE
Crescent Staff
As part of Relationship Focus
week, Jenny and Tyler spent two
days at George Fox sharing their
story, music and relationship tips
with students and the George Fox
community.
The young couple first met at
the University of Delaware and
began leading worship together
at a campus ministry. A DTP and
2 years later, Jenny and Tyler were
married and began pursuing their
common bond of music together.
Choosing to quit their Jobs at Star
bucks and working in retail, Jenny
and Tyler moved to Nashville and
began their Journey as full time mu
sicians. Since then, they have pro
d u c e d t h r e e a l b u m s a n d c o n t i n u e
to tour the country sharing their
music and testimony with others.
This past week, Jenny and Tyler
played their music at Shalom, anintimate setting with a simple,
acoustic set. From the beginning,
the young couple were completely
transparent about their relationshipand they presented their music with
great humility.
Beginning with a song caiieo
One-Eyed Cat, Jenny jokingly
shared how she was forced to
choose between her husband Tyler
and her cat after finding out Tyler
was allergic. Their songs reveal
their love for each other, zeal for life
and passion to pursue God in their
careers as musicians.
Students engaged in conversa
tion with Jenny and Tyler as they
provided space for a time of Q&A.The couple answered questions
about their Journey of meeting,
dating and marriage, along with
their loves and passions as young
a r t i s t s .
Along with the many love songs
they sang, Jenny &Tyler shared their
hearts about fighting for justice. In
troducing one of their more popular
songs, "Faint Not" Tyler encouraged
listeners: "Do not be weary in pur
suing justice." Jenny and Tyler sang
about the importance of pursuing
what's right and fighting for those
who are often forgotten about.
In addition to leading worship
in chapel, the young artists hosted
a songwriting workshop for stu
dents to participate in. Following
the workshop, the couple put on a
short concert in Bauman auditori
um. They shared how their personal
experiences. Scripture and relation
ships inspired their music.
Free downloads of the artist's
acoustic album are available on
their website Jennyandtylermusic.
c o m / f r e e .
Thea t re s t uden t s ven tu re
t o C o l o r a d o f o r K C A C T F
Photo courtesx of KCACTF WEBSITE
B y S A R A H B R A S E
Crescent Sta f f
Students represent George Fox at
Theatre Festival in Colorado
Thirteen students from George Fox
University are currently competing in the
Kennedy Center American College Theater
Festival (KCACTF) in Fort Collins, Colo., at
Colorado State University. The competition
lasts from Feb. 13 tot 7.
According to the KCACTF Web site,
KCACTF is a "national theater program in
volving 18.000 students from colleges and
universities nationwide, which has served as
a catalyst in improving the quality of college
theater in the United States."
The participating states are divided into
eight regions. George Fox is included in
Region Vli, the largest geographical region,
which also includes Alaska, Washington, Cal
ifornia, Nevada, Idaho, Wyoming, Montana,
and Colorado. More than 100 schools from
nine different states will compete at CSU,
bringing in around 1.200 to 1,500 students
for the week. Students are competing in
various theater disciplines according to
their area of interest and particular nomina
tions. Actors, student directors, costume and
stage designers, critics, and stage managers
can all compete for various awards in their
specific field of study.
George Fox participants include Heidi
Thurston, Holly Nunn, Aaron Swor, Hannah
Irish. Tiffany Gilly, Hannah Adderley. Tim
Fodge, Deanna Davis, Erika Craig. Alanna
Archibald, Madelyn Larson, Ben Vawter, and
Makana Shimaoka.
Nominations are given to students by
KCACTF respondents who attend and cri
tique the main stage theater productions
at George Fox. According to GFU Associate
Professors o f Theater Rhet t Luedtke and
Bryan Boyd, two nominations are awarded
to exceptional actors involved in the per
f o r m a n c e . T h e s e n o m i n a t i o n s a l l o w t h e s t u
dents to compete in regionals for the Irene
Ryan Scholarship. This year, there were five
actors nominated to compete for the Irene
Ryan Scholarship. Luedtke says the respon
dents' critiques allow "a way for Bryan Boyd
and I to hear about our work as professors
and also to have an honest assessment of
our students from an outside source."
At regionals. there are three rounds in
volved in the Irene Ryan competition for
actors. In the first round, the Ryan competi
tors are given a maximum of three minutes
to present a single two-person scene. If
asked to come back to the second round,
they are given a total of five minutes to
perform the first scene again and present
a contrasting scene with the same partner.
The final round comprises of six minutes to
perform the first two scenes in addition to
a monologue. Only two competitors from
each region are awarded to move on to
compete in nationals In Washington, D.C. In
April.
S tuden ts i nvo l ved w i th thea te r d i sc i
plines outside of acting are self-selected
by Luedtke and Boyd and are encouraged
to compete in their specified disciplines at
KCACTF. These disciplines Include directing,
playwright, design, and tech and manage
m e n t .
Although a nomination is required to
compete in regionals. anyone can attend the
competition and participate in the various
workshops throughout the week. Partici
pants have a chance to work with teachers
from other universities in the wide variety of
workshops offered.
Tiffany Gilly. a senior at George Fox, is a
returning participant of KCACTF. This year,
Gilly was nominated as a Ryan competitor
in her role as Shelby in Steel Magnoiias, the
main stage production at George Fox this
last fall. In addition to the Ryan scholarship,
she will also be competing in the National
C r i t i c s I n s t i t u t e .
Gilly said she feels much more prepared
and confident this year to compete.
"This is my gift and I'm going to use this
and I'm going to glorify God with this," said
Gilly.
Luedtke expressed the hope that his
students get an honest assessment of their
work while they are there and are able to
see the kind of competition they will be
facing as professionals. "[Students will] natu
rally build community with each other while
they are competing and they are also given
the opportunity to network with other stu
dents of the same interests," said Luedtke.
Food: new cultures in Portland
Cevapi: a dish from Two Brothers
P h o t o c o u r t e s y o f V I N O L O G U E . C O M
B y A L E X I S C H R I S T O P H E R S O N
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
i don't know about you. but nothing says
yummy to my tummy quite like Eastern Euro
pean and Mediterranean food. With my up
coming Romania mission trip, I've gotten even
more interested in food from the tiny countries
that make up the eastern region of Europe.
And let me tell you... the meat is amazing.
In particular, one of my new favorite places
is the Two Brothers Cafe and Grill. My Romania
team ventured to the outskirts of Portland to
let our taste buds try some of the food that we
will be spending three weeks eating. And boy
was it good!
T h e r e s t a u r a n t o f f e r s s o m e A m e r i c a n
staples, like Coca-Cola, cornbread and chicken
soup. But delve into the yummy other world
flavors and you're In for a treat. A friend and
1 split the mixed grill, which consisted of
MEAT—lots and lots of meat. The dish con
sisted of two different kinds of sausage: a pork
chop and a pork kebab. The meat was joined
by a salad and fries, which, for the most part,
was ignored.
The menu also consisted of a large variety
of tastern tutopearx meats and soups, goulash
and grilled vegetables. Everything was fla
vored with spices and accompanied with pita
bread. It was a filling, delicious meal. Their
dessert offerings consisted of crepes and
Baklava, to point out the most delicious.
While the restaurant is pretty small and
family-owned, it offered a great environment
for a rowdy group of college kids to eat on
their weekend outing. I'd recommend it to
anyone who likes expanding their palate or
who thoroughly enjoys meat.
You can find Two Brothers at: 829 SE 39th
Ave, Portland, OR 97214.
Fantasy politics, the
n e w f a d ?
B y L E V I B O W E R S
Crescen t S ta f f
i have always looked
down upon those who fall
into fantasy football. It just
seems so incredibly lame to
sit down, create a roster and
then watch a whole football
game just to see how many
points you score on a gameonline. Even I have my own
failings, though.
Recently, my interestshave been sparked by Po
litical Science professor Ron
Mock • and his Republican
Presidential Primary Prognos
tication, or Fantasy Politics.
In this game of tact and po
litical know-how. players must
choose which Republican can
didates take first, second, and
third place for each primary
and caucus.
Racking up points is reallya simple matter. For every
correct first place winner
the prognostication gets
five points. For picking the
correct second placer, one
would receive three points,
two for the proper third place
winner, and one point for Just
missing by one spot. Compet
itors are told of their standing
via e-mail at the end of each
caucus or primary.
"1 like setting these kinds
of things up. I like the com
petition. the connections it
builds around the campus,
and the way it gets us all to
dig deeper into the political news and analysis," stated
Mock when asked why he
decided to undertake some
thing this intense.The standings are separated into three groups: stu
dents. faculty, and alumni.
Leading the students, with65 points, is Elliot Parisi. It is
a shm lead though with Brian
Goodwin only four points
Mark Weinert has a three
Paul Otto and Ron Mock tied
ed The alumni arel d by Austin Schaeferwith ascore Of 53 With Rahul Ral'
trailing ten points behind.
There is no prize. These
people are in it "only for thethrill of competition, the glory
of victory, and the agony of
defeat" as Mock put it in his
first prognostication e-mail.
This is not even the first time
that students and faculty have
come together to compete
in a competition like this. In
2008, the same event took
place except the Democratswere the subject rather than
the Republicans. "This year
is a lot easier since the basic
structure of the spreadsheet
is already set up from 2008,"
Mock said.
As the competition con
tinues, it wiil be interestingto see who ultimately claims
victory. Although said personwill get no physical prize, he
or she will be able to tell all of
us "I told you so!" Until then,
the battle between the pos
sible Republican candidates
c o n t i n u e s .
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She Loves Me" entrances audience
By TORI NUNNENKAMP
Crescent Staff
In its winter musical, the George Fox University
Theater hoped to convey fun, comedy, and. as Director Rhett Luedtke writes, "a little sunshine for your soul"
They succeeded In "She Loves Me," a tried and true ro
mantic musical.
At the beginning of the play, the heroine Amalia
Balash, played by Jenn Lippert, stops by a store and asksfor a job from the unaccommodating Georg Nowack,
played by Christopher Benjamin. The owner hires her
Jenn Lippert and Christopher Benjamin in "She Loves Me."
Photo by SHARAYj
somewhat reluctantly, and the resulting tension spills
over into a polite dislike between Amalia and Georg.
Little do they know that they are secret pen pals
with whom they share their deepest thoughts about
love. Eventually, Georg discovers the truth but leaves
Amalia in the dark; the title of the play comes from the
song Georg sings when he realizes she loves him (but
doesn't know it).
This storyline may sound familiar: it Is based on the
novel "Parfumerte" by Hungarian Miklos Laszio, which
inspired the original play "She Loves Me" in 1967 and
three subsequent movies. I took my research seriously
and made a point of watching the 1940 movie "Shop
Around the Corner" and the 1998 "You've Got Mail"
before attending the play. The same plot threads its
way through all these stories, but "She Loves Me" has an
extra kick.
In the George Fox production, the songs added a
needed spark to the story, and they also showcased the
impressive voices of the cast. Charming and filled with
attention to detail, the props and costumes also carried
the performance and transported the story back to Bu
dapest in the 1930s.
—_ Comprised of a central
rotating stage and two ad
ditions, the set surprised
the audience by moving
during the first scene. The
set turned In a full circle to
A s w i t c h b e t w e e n t h e P a r -
fumerie, i ts storeroom and
a caf6. Hidden panels in the
w a l l s e x t e n d e d t h e s e t i n t o
b e d r o o m s .
"The set has been my
b igges t wo r ry because
it is so extravagant," said
sophomore theater major
Madelyn Larson, one of the
assistant stage managers.
But a couple minor stum
bles didn't shake the actors,
and as a whole, the play
went incredibly smoothly.
The chemistry between
L i p p e r t a n d B e n j a m i n
fizzled for most of the play,
but scripted conflict can
affect any relationship nega
tively. Near the end, their budding friendship rings true.
Some of the actors took a few minutes to warm up
to the stage, but overall their performances exceeded
my expectations. Fortunately, most of the actors have
at least one year left at George Fox, so we have the
chance to enjoy their talents in the future.
For now, "I am extremely excited for an audience to
come and enjoy this show," said Larson.
M G R A C I A N I I T h e C r e s c e n t
G F U a l u m n i s t a r t
theater company
B y H E AT H E R D e R O S A
Crescent Staff
W h e n S t e v e n P i c k a n d C a l e b
T h u r s t o n w e r e r o o m m a t e s f o r 3
years at George Fox, they were only
dreaming of one day running their
own theater company. Now, they
are running the Valley Repertory
Theater and even received a grant
from the Yamhill County Culture Co
alition to help fund their first show
o f t h e i r 2 0 1 2 - 2 0 1 3 s e a s o n .
P i c k a n d T h u r s t o n d i d n o t
even realize their dream would be
helping the town where they at
tended college; there was very little
opportunity to be active in theater
outside of the university while they
w e r e s t u d e n t s .
" W e d i d n ' t c o n n e c t i t t o
Newberg until we both graduated
and realized what kind of potential
t h i s a r e a h a s f o r t h e a r t s a n d h o w
little was being offered outside of
George Fox. We also realized that
w e h a d c o m e t o l o v e t h i s c o m m u n i
ty and felt passionate about serving
Newberg through theatre. We
started planning in 2010 but were
officially incorporated in March
201 l,"said Caleb Thurston.
The grant from the Culture Co
alition will help them fund a sequel
to the popular Walk a Mile: Stories
of Newberg. Since volunteers run
the Valley Rep, the funding will help
them make the sequel just as suc
c e s s f u l .
"This show will be an original
piece featuring true, local stories
and people. This is a sequel to our
very-successful Walk a Nllle: Stories
of Newberg, which was our hrst
show in fail 2011,"said Thurston.
Thurston and Pick have big, but
achievable dreams of the Valley
Repertory Theater. Thurston even
tually hopes to be able to pay those
w h o w o r k f o r t h e t h e a t e r.
"We would like to see Valley Rep
grow as a destination and a trea
sured asset In our community. We
hope to get to the point where we
can start paying artists to do their
work and continue to raise the level
of artistry that we can offer," said
T h u r s t o n .
The Valley Rep is always looking
for volunteers, and only being 3
blocks away from campus in the
Chehalem Cultural Center; it pro
v i d e s s t u d e n t s w i t h o n e m o r e
avenue outside of Fox to volunteer
in the community.
"We always need volunteers,
from ushers to designers. We are
ALL volunteers at this point," said
T h u r s t o n .
Valley Rep even provides stu
dents with opportunities to enjoy
live theater at an affordable price.
"If students gather a group of
10 or more, there is a special dis
counted ticket rate. Thursday night
performances are always "pay what
you will," which is an inexpensive
way for a student to see quality
theatre," said Thurston.
The Valley Repertory Theater's
next production is Harvey, which
opens March 8. Each year the
theater does 4 productions. The
theater's 2012-2013 production list
will come out In early spring.
To vo lunteer or fo r more In for
mat ion contac t the theater a t 971-
8 3 2 . - 9 1 0 2 . .
2012 Academy Awards: the predictions
By TYLER RHYS ROBERTSON
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
It's award season again, and it'll take at least a week for
L.A. to get that red carpet smell out of its hair. As with every
year, once we get past all the fluff of the Screen Actors Guild
Awards and the Golden Globes, audiences will synchronize
their watches, tune their dials, and pay homage to the only
man in the industry who really matters: A man named Oscar.
The 2011-12 film year has been stunning to say the least.
Boundaries have been pushed, stories have been told, and
we have once again been reminded that the greats are still
astoundingly great. Some awards may feel safe to make pre
dictions about, but remember young padawan:The Academy
is a fickle beast. There's no such thing as a sure thing, and, to
quote an old family adage,"Quality assurance doesn t.That being said, it is once again the time to pull out our
crystal bal and attempt some Academy Award predictions.
Best Picture: The Best Picture Oscar is always a close race,
and this year's nominees are no exception. With two films
about film history, five based on novels and two amazing
original stories, the nominees have proven that the art of
Photo courtesy ^f^OGLE IMAGES
storyteling Stil reigns above al elseNotable films include j incredibly good
Woody Allen, and the extreme y"Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close oasea
selling novel of the same name. However, this year's academy
darling is far and away "The Artist." A silent film about a strug
gling actor at the dawn of the talkies, "The Artist" has already
won 47 awards, including a Golden Globe for best comedy/
musical and several awards for lead actor Jean Dujardin.
Despite mixed reactions in the general public, "Artist's"
tribute to the early days of film is just what the Academy
o r d e r e d .
Actor in a Leading Role: While Jean Dujardin will (and
should) be praised for his performance as a silent film actor
in "The Artist," I'm placing my imaginary money on Gary
Oldman for his performance in "Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy." For
his entire career, Oldman has possessed the ability to put
himself wholly inside of his role in a way that is subtle, under
stated and undeniably excellent. "Tinker Tailor" is no excep
tion to his talent. Oldman's performance is a favorite of critics
and hits all the marks, and then some.
Actress in a Leading Role: 2011 was not a good year for
women-centric films, or at least, those running for an Oscar
nomination. Underrated films such as "Melancholia"failed to
hit the academic mark, and it was left up to big-hitters like
"The Help" and "Girl With the Dragon Tattoo" to pick up the
slack. And, as it should happen, that's where you'll see most
of the pull going this year. Both Viola Davis from "The Help"
and Rooney Mara from "Dragon Tattoo" are nominated for
th i s Osca r.
The winner will not be an easy one to predict. My bet,
however, has to go to Mara for her performance as Lisbeth
Salander In David Fincher's American re-telling of "Dragon
Tattoo." Having to take on a role already covered by the spec
tacular Noomi Rapace is no easy feat in itself, but Mara takes
the role and adds nuances and gestures and dimensions to
the character on which the Swedish original may have been
lax. If she can command a room with a facial gesture, she can
win an Oscar.
Actor in a Supporting Role: If there's anything I can say for
certain about this year in film, it's that casting directors have
been top-notch. Of all the nominations for this year's Oscars,
entire casts have been excellent. And a good part of that
credit, of course, must go to the experienced actors bringing
up the supporting roles.
Not the least of this is certainly Christopher Plummer in
"The Beginners," who has my vote for this award. Plummer
has been eating awards like candy for his role as Ewan
McGregor's aging father coming out of the closet, and he de
serves each and every one of them.
Actress in a Supporting Role: i always wonder what
happens when two actors in the same movie get nominated for the same role, and it's happened again this year. Both
Octavia Spencer and Jessica Chastain have received nomina
tions for their roles in "The Help," this year's must-see quasi-
chick-fl/ck. Both have received multip/e awards already for
each role, and it will be interesting to see, if nothing else.
what the academy has to say about them.
Cinematography: Even the best story would be lost
without good cinematography. This year's nominees are
not only experts in their field, but have the capacity to tell a
story beautifully. From the silent film era of "The Artist," to the
bunkers and foxholes of "War Horse," films have never looked
as visually stunning as they have in the last year.
My pick, however, goes to Robert Richardson's work in
Martin Scorsese's 3-D homage to film history, "Hugo." Not only
was the cinematography able to push the story forward, but
it was also used tastefully, creatively, and in ways that bring
historically important events back to life in a way that will live
on just as long as the films to which it pays tribute.
Now then: before my editor gets angry at me for massa
cring our usual word limit and domineering valuable page
space, here are some quick predictions for the rest of the
awards. As always, check out a full list of the nominees (and
make your own predictions!) at httpV/oscar.go.com/nomi-
n e e s
Animated Feature Film:"Rango"
Art Direction: "Harry Potter and the Deathly
H a l l o w s : P a r t 2 "
Costume Design:"Anonymous"
Directing: Woody Allen for "Midnight in Paris"
Documentary Feature:"Hell and Back Again"
Documentary Short:"God is the Bigger Elvis"
Film Editing:"The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo"
Foreign Language Film:"Iran, A Separation"
Makeup:"Harry Potter and the Deathly
H a l l o w s : P a r t 2 "
Music (Original Score): "The Adventures ofTintin"
Music (Original Song): "Man or Muppet" from
"The Muppets"
Animated Short: "The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr.
M o r r i s L e s s m o r e "
Live Action Short:"Time Freak"
Sound Editing:"Hugo"
Sound Mixing: "War Horse"
Visual Effects: "Rise of the Planet of the Apes"
Writing (Adapted Screenplay):"TinkerTailor Soldier
Spy"
Writing (Original Screenplay); "Midnight in Paris"
Tyler Rhys Robertson is a senior film production major,
station manager at KFOX Radio, film enthusiast, and part-
t i m e fi l m r e v i e w e r .
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The end of paper?
By SERGIO CISNER05
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
Years ago, I knew that anyone
who read a column would be
reading It in a newspaper or a mag
azine. This is not the case anymore;
the twenty-first century has arrived,
and odds are that people are prob
ably reading this column on a
screen— whether It Is on a com
puter or your cellphone. After all,
the future Is here and there's an app
f o r t h a t .
Wi thout a doubt , paper is
ending and the digital screen Is
the new means of communication.
The new queen of communication
media Is the Internet and her reign
is causing paper to become ob
solete. Newspapers are having to
reform if they wish to continue to
be relevant. People are no longer
needing or wanting to have to wait
for the news. With fast technology
available, I like my news—just like I
like my fish—fresh.
A recent study by the Pew Re
search Cente r demons t ra ted tha t
the Internet is the primary source
o f n e w s , r a t h e r t h a n t r a d i t i o n a l ,
printed media. Bob Dylan said
it himself, "The times they are a-
changin.'" Which reminds me: does
T h e C r e s c e n t e v e n h a v e a w e b s i t e
they keep up to date? I know their
Tw i t t e r a c c o u n t h a s n o t s e e n m u c h
play since last year. And "The Blurgh"
is an attempt to get into the digital
game, but it seems like it is failing
with only 22 twitter followers. The
update is also slow and Inconsistent
on theTumblr page.
It is no surprise that the Internet
is the preferred source for informa
tion. My friend and I both try to read
the The New York Times every day.
Every morning, I swing by the Bruin
Den, pick up the latest issue, and
head off to class. However, while I
read the content in print, my friend
has already started reading the
same information the night before
through the slick Google Chrome
app. There, my friend Is receiving
the news instantaneously through
his computer while I'm waiting until
7 a.m. every morning. The paper
does arrive promptly, however.
The demise of paper can also
be seen with major book enter
prises ceasing to exist. Borders and
Waldenbooks are no longer in the
game. People prefer the screen
to the page, like Facebook friends
Instead of pen pals. I may not be
ready to make the jump from the
book to the polished Kindle Fire,
but many are.
Recently, Amazon has made
t h e i r e - b o o k r e a d e r s m o r e a f f o r d
able by setting the starting price
for a Kindle at $79. Amazon is also
reporting that purchases for their
electronic books are increasing at a
rapid rate. So, I might have to con
sider taking the 'leap of faith' sooner
rather than later.
The paperless revolution is also
toppling governments.The last time
a newspaper had a major impact on
the American political climate and
government was in 1974, when The
Washington Post covered President
Nixon and the Watergate scandal.
Today, the Internet alone is gener
ating revolutions throughout the
world! Take the Arab world as an
example. Because of Twitter and
other med ia sources , revo lu t ions
are happening and having tremen
dous impacts on government.
TTiere is no doubt that the new
queen of media communication Is
making her presence felt across the
world; she is blessing the "pixels and
dismissing the paper.
However, paper can still count
on me. In my case, 1 write and keep
my personal letters and important
matters on paper. I still prefer to
feel, smell, touch, and read a book
in print instead of reading it on my
iPhone. However, in the ways we
inform ourselves about the world,
things have already changed.
Screens are replacing paper, and
whether we like it or not, we must
turn the page.
Twitter: @SCRuelas
Why aren't we all Bruins?
The d is t inc t ion between the
B r u i n s a n d t h e L a d i e s
B y M E L A N I E M O C K
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
Back in the day, when I was a
student at George Fox College, I ran
for a team called the Lady Bruins.
Our team name distinguished us
from the men's team, who where
called, simply, the Bruins. At age
20, I didn't chafe at being called a
"Lady Bruin:" I was too busy worry
ing about whether I'd stay on the
varsity team, and about whether
my butt was getting bigger, and
about what I was going to do once
this very good college gig was over
and I'd have to step out into the
world by myself.
S o w h e n w e c h e e r e d b e f o r e
races, I yelled "Lady Bruins" just as
loudly as did everyone else. I felt
a swell of pride when I was racing,
and heard my coach call out to his
Lady Bruins. As a sports reporter for
The Crescent, I wrote often about
the Lady Bruins, and had no qualms
in doing so.
A few years ago, several Cres
cent editors uncovered the articles
I'd written. They were thrilled that
my seeming hypocrisy had been
uncovered in the newspaper ar
chives, and they teased me about
my double standard, using bold ev
idence from decades'old newsprint.
You see, despite my earlier
embrace of the term, I've become
strident about banning "Lady
Bruins" from the school newspa
per, and am on my own personal
crusade to make sure people stop
calling our women's sports teams
the"Lady"Bruins.
Sheesh, you all may be think--
Ing now. What's the big deal? Why
does this middle-aged hysterical
woman have her girdle all twisted?
(If you're really thinking that, then
we have another issue to address,
about thinking In sexist and outdat
ed cliches about overly-emotional
females. But, anyway.)
Although I am all for a freestudent press, and for letting The
Crescent editors decide what goes
to print, I insist that they change
references to "Lady Bruins" because
I believe, quite strongly, that the
term is not inclusive, and the Asso
ciate Press stylebook demands that
journalists use inclusive language.
This is my simple Justification for
what might look like censorship.
But actually, I detest the term
"Lady Bruins" for far more basic
reasons. Calling women at George
Fox University "Lady" Bruins creates
an unnecessary distinction between
t h e n o r m — t h a t i s , t h e B r u i n s —
a n d t h o s e w h o d e v i a t e f r o m t h e
norm. That is, anyone born female.
See where I'm going with this? By
calling the women at George Fox
University "Lady Bruins," we create
a system in which being male is
normative, and being a woman Is
o t h e r .
I react to the use of "Lady
Bruins" in the same way I react
when someone talks about the dor
mitory as holding men's floors and
girls'floors, as If the 18- 22 males at
George Fox are men, but females of
the same age are still girls. I'm cha
grined when someone mentions
the men and girls in their classes,
or even the guys and girls, as if the
males are grown-up and manly
here, while the female students at
George Fox are still in some kind of
pre-pubescence, playing with My
Pretty Ponies and Polly Pockets In
their spare time. (Not that there's
anything wrong with that.)
It's easy to assume that the
language we use to describe each
other doesn't matter, and also that
there's better ways to spend one's
time than worrying about what we
call our sports teams, {.certainly
agree, to a degree. But it's also im
portant to remember that language
is powerful, and that the language
we use helps shape our reality.
If we call female college stu
dents "girls" for too long, and in
too many places, this shapes how
women at George Fox are per
ceived—and how they perceive
themselves. And if you think that's
nuts , cons ider fo r a second how
our perception can—and does—
change when we call undocument
ed people in our country "illegal
Immigrants."
Similarly, If we cheer for the
"Lady Bruins," this puts them in a
different category than the regular
'ole Bruins, especially since the term
"Lady" is in itself a loaded term.
The last time I looked, the women's
teams at George Fox were doing
fairly well for themselves, and
there's no need to distinguish them
In any way from the men.
We're all Bruins, aren't we? We
should use the language, then, that
reflects this reality.
What are we: the ins
and outs of DTRs
ByONJALAI FLAKE
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
The dating culture is vibrant
here at George Fox University. Until
coming here, I had never realizedthere was dating language such
as the phras "^Ring by Spring," de
scribing the eagerness of female
students in a relationship to be
engaged by the end of the spring
semester. At first, the entire dating
culture seemed a little intimidating.
Upon entering the Bruin Bookstore my first week of school, I
not iced a shir t reading "Bruin
seeking Fox," a mating call to notify
females the males are available and
ready. I overheard a female student
shopping say, "Walt... where Is the
'Fox Available'or'Fox seeking Bruin'
shirt?" I wanted to tell her this could
send an entirely different message.
However, there is one phrase
that is even more daunting and
quite frankly causes more pressure
than necessary: the DTR, known as
Defining the Relationship. The DTR
Is the awkward conversa t ion tha t
Ideally establishes exactly what
a relationship is. it asks "What are
we? Are we just friends or moving
in the direction of something more
s e r i o u s ? "
Unfortunately, the DTR often
can be the end of many budding
r o m a n c e s . S h o u l d n ' t o u r f o c u s b e
on getting the most out of our edu
cation and experience all that we
can at this stage in our lives?
If a relationship happens to form
while on this educational journey
that is one thing, but to make the
intentional pursuit of a mate as the
primary focus during what Is known
as the "golden years" of our time at
college seems unnecessary. Not to
mention making George Fox one of
the most expensive dating services
\ r \ e x i s t e n c e .
F a c e b o o k h a s b e c o m e t h e
breeding ground for DTRs. Many
users define their relationships by
their Facebook relationship status,
meaning users can Identify them
selves as single, in a relationship,
engaged or married. People who
are in the "dating" or "just friends"
stage, and still have "single" as
their relationship status, accord
ing to some, could have a hidden
mean ing .
Sophomore Sara Brunson says
"You know it's official if there is a
status update about It. It is very im
portant." in the same way If a couple
breaks up It's considered official by
changing the status from "in a re
lationship" to "single." Who knew it
was that easy?
Biola University, a Christian
college in southern California, has
an official "DTR Week" around Val
entine's Day. They host DTR focused
events all week such as DTR chapel.
Dating 101 seminar, movie night
showing romantic comedies, and a
chapel on sex and purity. There are
commemorative t-shirts as well. All
of these events offer chapel credit.
"The goal of this week is to
focus on what it means to relate in
healthy ways to those around us— whether you are single, dating,
engaged or married," said Biola
University Dean of Students Danny
Paschal l . In one sense i t is great
that Biola Is equipping students for
healthy relationships. On the other
hand, is it really necessary to take
a whole week to focus on "relation
ships" during a holiday singles try
t o a v o i d ?
Thankfully the dating culture
here at George Fox isn't as "in your
face" as Biola. For some, being in a
relationship and finding "The One"
is one of the greatest moments of
your life. You may even argue that
these DTRs are necessary In order
to get to "the next level" In finding
The One, even if the conversation is
a w k w a r d .
Attending a Christian college
seems to intensify the pressure for
females to be in a relationship or
even further, be married. Some may
view it as God's will: being settled
in a meaningful relationship versus
being single.
H a v j e w e b e c o m e x o o o b s e s s e d
with being In a relationship that we
forget to take more time to get to
know each other? We should enjoy
our time as college students while
we have the freedom to make im
pulsive decisions, stay up really late
doing absolutely nothing, study
abroad, or change our majors 5
million times. Dating should never
be the focus; just let it be a pit stop
along this journey called Life at Fox.
Urban dictionary and the plight
of sheltered students everywhere
B y T Y L E R Z I M M E R M A N
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
If you grew up sheltered like me,
you know the feeling of being out
of the loop. At the end of jokes, you
laugh along with friends but secret
ly have no idea what they're talking
about. As people are high fiving
"That's what she said!" you smile
nervously and pretend to compre
hend the slang terms they've used.
Recently I heard a phrase that
confirmed my naivety. For decen
cy's sake, let's say the joke revolved
around a "Ginger Poke"—a non
sense phrase I just made up. Every
one laughed about this Ginger Poke
and I had no idea what to think.
T h i s i s t h e c l a s s i c C h r i s t i a n
school kid scenario. For years, we
were left up to our own critical
thinking skills to decipher many
slang terms. Much like the SATs,
we've used the context of the sen
tence and our iimited knowledge
of Greek or Latin roots to estimate
the definition. Often, we just had
to forget about it and hope that
sooner or later, it would be ex
plained In a PG-13 movie or a rerun
of a Seinfeld episode.
But this all changed, like many
things, with the advent of the Inter
net. It was like a group of Christian
kids joined together and said, "We
no longer will be at the whims of
raunchy sitcoms!" They created asafe place for naTve people to dis
cretely learn the meanings to many
widely used slang terms that we
were too embarrassed to ask our
parents about. They called it urban-
dictionary.
Urbandict ionary.com wascreated In 1999 as an open source
slang dictionary for everyone
from curious teenagers to out-of-
touch parents. So far, it has almost
6 mil l ion unique terms defined
through a user-submitted ranking
system. Some of the highestsearched terms are "hipster," "swag"
and "bromance." It's an awesome
pop-culture resource.
Unfortunately, George Foxhas blocked urbandictionary.
com and flagged it as "adult
material," presumably due
to the highly sexual content
of many definitions. This is
problematic. This site was a
godsend for us GFU students
who live in the bubble. Our
safe space to learn things is
gone and we are forced to
look elsewhere.
After discovering I couldn't
look up "Ginger Poke" on my
slang dictionary, I was forced
to wade through 20 minutes
of questionable material on a
google search. I learned and
saw things I won't be able to get
out of my mind for years.
I t w a s n ' t w o r t h i t a n d I n o w
choose to remain out of the loop
rather than subjecting myself to the
Internet .
The point is, at George Fox,
many of ajs are naTve and curious.Without the objectivity of urbanr
dictionary, we lose our safety net.We will leave college without being
properly equipped to engage with
popular culture. And, If we graduate
ignorant and sheltered. It is inevi
table that we will be "Ginger Poked"
by the real world. And good luck
trying to figure out what that even
m e a n s .
Photo courtesy ofURBAN DICTIONARY
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O P I N I O Nom offensive: my thoughts as a Christian white male
T h U n i v e r s i t y^ ws and outs of diversity, equalit  and gender rights
B y C H A R L E S A L L E N
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
At a school where diversity is
celebrated, it is easy to think that
"racism" isn't an Issue here. Other
problems aren't overt, either—like
gender equality. But there are some
attitudes and troubling realities that
we face at George Fox University
that seem to remain unaddressed.
By saying that I am a white
male student, I make myself vulner
able to talks about white privilege
and patriarchal societal structure-
-but some people don't seem to
understand that, for me, this canfeel Just like racial stereotyping
and gender bias.
Because I was born Caucasian
(and a man), I immediately become
heir to all the biases and hatred
that other Caucasians received
throughout history—and much ofit was deserved. But what can I do
about it?
Am I ignorant of white privi
lege? I'm sure I am. There's no way I
can understand the undercurrents
of racism and gender privilege that
still exist today, and I won't deny
that they exist. But at the same
time I want to say that Caucasians
and men aren't free from discrimi
nation and gender bias.
Racism is discussed in many
of my classes here. As a Caucasian
student I must cope with being
one of the "oppressors." I feel like
my opinions and thoughts on
ethnicity and racism are unequal
because I am "one of them" and I
am perceived as ignorant, or that
I don't deserve to be heard. I feel
like I am constantly paying for the
terrible things that Caucasians
have done throughout history. I
struggle to tiptoe around any topic
of conversation that has to do with
ethnicity because anything I say
can sound racist. If I am compet
ing against a person of almost any
other ethnicity for a position, schol
arship, or award, people might say
that I got it because of my white
skin, not through merit. I feel like
people perceive me as a sleeping
monster that Just needs an oppor
tunity to come out as a racist. Does
anything i have to say about racism
matter, because I have white skin?
Do I have a voice in this culture that
celebrates "diversity"and "equality?"
Or is the world going to give me an
obligatory to-do list of social injus
tices? I am unable to fix the world's
mistakes concerning racial injustice;
but If I am to work towards equality,
I need to be seen by the world as a
fellow worker, not a debtor.
Then there's the fact that I am
a man. I am not embarrassed to
be a male, anymore than a woman
i s a s h a m e d t o b e a w o m a n . G o d
created us male and female, and
there is no shame in being what he
has made us. The problem for me,
especially at George Fox, is seeing
the seemingly contradictory mes
sages flashing all around me about
gender bias and opportunities.
W e a r e t o l d h e r e t h a t w o m e n a r e
equal to man and have the same
chances—and yet many men are
given on-campus Jobs that require
strength, and many women get less
challenging Jobs. We are told here
that men oppress women and that
men tower over and control them-
-and yet the student body is almost
60 percent female, with a fairly high
female faculty count. I hear lectures.
E xce l l ence and e l i t i sm : t he
qualities of good media
Rotten Tomatoes and a closer look at the
merits of "The Artist"
B y T Y L E R Z I M M E R M A N
Crescent Sta f f
Everyone should see "The
Artist." it's a low-budget French
about Hollywood in the 1920s. And
it's in black and white. And, best
of all: it 's silent—as in there are
no sound effects and no spoken
words. It's almost too good to be
t r u e .
Actually, the truth is that only
a very select audience of people
would pay money to see "The
Artist." It's not a film for the masses.
It's a film for the critics—the Hol
lywood foreign press and the
"Academy." And it's a film for pre
tentious hacks like me.
Some proof of my elitism is
the fact that Rottentomatoes.com
is bookmarked on my browser
toolbar. The Web site Is a film
review aggregate that gives films
rankings based on the percentage
of positive or negative reviews.
I check it daily and use it to help
decide what movies I watch.
For example, were someone
to ask, "Have you seen 'One for the
Money'? " I would reply, "No, but
it has a three percent rating on
Rotten Tomatoes." Which ap
parently means only Katherine ■
Heigl's grandparents like the '
m o v i e .
As a rule, I usually only
see fi lms wi th a minimum 80
percent rating, meaning at least
eight out of ten critics gave it
a favorable rating. (The lowest -
rated film I've seen this year
was "Super 8"— which was
still awesome despite some critics
whose opinions I respect.) Big
budget films like "Fast Five" don't
appeal to me. 1 follow the buzz
around festivals like Sundance,
Cannes and Tribeca, and 1 refuse to




And, go figure, I get accused of
being an elitist. I mean, I read The
N e w Y o r k e r a n d s o m e t i m e s d r i n k
Kombucha, but my choice in films is
the real confirmation for a lot of my
friends. When I drag them to"Drive"
"I get accused of being an
elitist. 1 mean, I read The
New Yo rke r and some t imes
dr ink Kombucha . . . "
or "Cave of Forgotten Dreams," I get
major eye rolls and accusations of
snobbery.
I accept it. I am very selec
tive when it comes to the media I
consume. But I reject the negative
stigma that people associate with
good taste. I am not some bour
geois critic who resents
the Katherine Heigl fans
of the world. People are
entitled to listen to Nick-
e l b a c k o r w a t c h " Tw o
and a Half Men" all they
want. I just think they
could do better.
W e s h o u l d c e l
ebra te exce l lence w i th
our media choices. We
s h o u l d r e a d t h e b e s t
books, see the best films,
and try to stretch out of
our comfort zones.
So, see "The Artist."
You'll probably like it. If
not, you probably have
bad taste.
chapel talks, and read articles about
oppressive men, and that women
need opportunity and equality. I
am constantly reading Facebook
posts about relationships gone
sour: some of my very good female
f r i e n d s w i l l t a l k a b o u t h o w t h e r e a r e
"It seems that, in an
attempt to 'even the odds'
in a seemingly patriarchal
society, we have gone In
the opposite direction:
elevating women and
tearing men down, and
then telling men they need
to step up."
no "good guys" and how ail the men
in unsuccessful relationships "just
don't deserve you." In chapel I heard
a man say to all the women that
men need to start Jumping through
hoops, changing themselves, and
start treating women right "before
they are worthy of you."The females
in the audience applauded and
c h e e r e d w h i l e I s a t s t u n n e d a n d
angry. I will not deny that men have
fouled up relationships, and some
of them at Fox. At the same time,
however, having our shortcomings
paraded in chapel and generalized
to men all over campus will not
produce better men who are hard
wired only to serve and "be worthy"
o f w o m e n .
It angers me to be lumped into
an all-inclusive category of men
who don't deserve relationships
because they have not fulfilled a
woman's expectations. I have heard
no chapel service reassuring the
men who have suffered injustice in
relationships.
I t s e e m s t h a t , i n a n a t t e m p t
to "even the odds" in a seemingly
patriarchal society, we have gone
the opposite direction: elevating
women and tearing men down, and
then telling men they need to step
up. And in an increasingly "diverse"
culture, we have not only failed to
"cure" racism but have now made
it hard to be white. Who can speak?
As a Caucasian male, I find myself in
many ways discriminated against.
Hopefuliy, this will be a rallying
point for wholesome discussion
and action, and not something that
e m b i t t e r s C a u c a s i a n s a n d m a l e s
in a diverse and primarily female
c a m p u s .
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Password protection: the




goes far beyond some
scheming nerd sitting at a
computer wanting to ruin
my transcripts."
By CHRIS REIMER
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
Here's the deal, I'm not going to
mess around, I'm just going to get
right to the point and say it strait.
This deal where the passwords for
the school sites have to change
every six months might be at the
top of my list as far as most annoy
ing aspects about George Fox.
I like my password, it's easy, it's
memorized, and when i change it,
it takes a good three or four times




t h e r o u t i n e o f
using my new
o n e .
The thing
is, as students,
t h e r e i s s o
m u c h w e a r e
not privy to in
the world of IT,
tha t ou r l eve l
of understanding as to the why our
passwords need to change, is that
of pure ignorance.
For starters, the idea that these
required changes were even nec
essary, did not originate from the
University.
"Originally it was stimulated by
our (financial) auditors," Chief In
formation Officer Greg Smith said.
"It was pretty much their require
ment that we have some password
change policy in place."
To say that the university Is
totally free from responsibility
though would be quite mislead
ing. With the way society has de
veloped in terms of advancements
in technology, university officials
do feel compelled to enforce the
policy whether or not it is recom
mended to them.
"The auditor was the stimulus,
but the industry dictates that we
comply based on the state of cyber
security worldwide," Smith said.
1 will be honest, my thought
about security Is that nobody is
going to sit down and try to hack
Into a student account belonging
to little old George Fox University,
and the reality is, i am right Unfor
tunately, what we need protection
from goes far beyond some schem
ing nerd sitt ing at a computer
wanting to ruin my transcripts.
"I t 's not one person sit t ing
down and guessing a password,"
Chief Information Security Officer
Sean McKay said. "What we are up
against is networks of tens of thou
sands of systems, that are linked
t o g e t h e r t h a t
h a v e a d a t a b a s e
i ns i de o f t hem,
a n d t h e y a r e
going through,
i n a s y s t e m
at i c , au toma ted
f a s h i o n , a t
t e m p t i n g t o
attack any place
you can log into
at George Fox."
Relating it to
something that makes more sense,
the idea is like that of getting in a
car accident.The prevailing thought
is, 'that type of thing doesn't
happen to me.'
I n m o s t c a s e s i t d o e s n ' t .
However, if it does, damage
becomes less likely if you take pre
cautions such as always wearing
a seatbelt and getting auto insur
a n c e .
' Yo u h a v e t o b a l a n c e s o m e
measure o f inconven ience fo r the
good of the whole," McKay said. "At
some point we are going to have to
change our passwords. It is incon
venient, yes it is, and it's frustrating.
But the benefit is that you've got a
stronger password in place. It is just
a balance and trade off when you
do things like this.
Go ahead and get annoyed
with the process, after all that Is
what it is, annoying; I'm annoyed.
Just know that as annoying as it is,
having the university's operating
system compromised would be far
w o r s e .
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B a s e b a l l
preview
By CHRIS REIMER
Crescent Sta f f
It is the beginning of Febru
ary, the weather is stiii coid and
rainy, basketball season Is starting
to approach its peak, and baseball
season has Just begun. No that Is
not a misprint, baseball season is
officially underway for the Bruins
with the team currently set to
begin a series of games in Anthem,
A Z .
The Northwest Conference pre
season poll was recently released
and has the Newberg Nine as the
number-two-team entering the
2012 season. Defending league
champion Linfield, ranked No. 4 in
America, checks in at the top of the
poll.
W i t h F i r s t Te a m A l l - C o n f e r e n c e
pitcher Brian Ranta back on the hill
for his senior season, the Bruins will
look to a deep and experienced
group of pitchers to lead the way.
"I think the strength of this
team, I think we'll have good pitch
ing depth," Head Coach Marty
H u n t e r s a i d .
While this year's squad admit
tedly may not be one that will
smash a ton of balls over the fence,
by no means will there be a lack of
excitement as George Fox will have
one of the more athletic teams in
the conference and will look to use
that to their advantage.
"We have pretty good team
speed this year," Hunter said. "Our
guys are going to run around okay.
I think it's really going to help us."
Ins ide the locker room, there
is not a shred of doubt that this
season promises to hold big things
for the Bruins. Maybe the biggest
reason for optimism Is that this
belief is not a result from what is
being seen on the field, but rather
what these players are seeing off
of it.
"The only way you can succeed
in baseball or any team sport is
to be that one core group," senior
captain John Mountz said. "That's
something that we emphasize with
the family aspect of our team and
I think we're doing the right things
to get there."
The Bruins will have opportu
nity aplenty to tighten that bond
in the early part of the season.
They will begin the season playing
the role of the road warrior with
a stretch of 15 games on the road
to start the campaign. Of those
15 games, 12 will be outside the
state of Oregon, including eight in
the warm weather of Arizona and
s o u t h e r n C a l i f o r n i a .
"We're playing a very com
petitive nonconference schedule,"
Hunter said. "We're playing a series
against Chapman who's ranked
second in the country. We're
playing some highly rated NAIA
teams. The teams we're playing in
Arizona are all good teams so we
will definitely be battle tested by
the time we get into conference
play."
George Fox will play their
home opener on March 10 with the




W o m e n ' s
B a s k e t b a l l
Feb. 17 vs. Linfield
6 p.m.
M e n ' s B a s k e t b a l l
Feb. 17 vs. Linfield
8 p.m.
2012 Softball preview
B y M AT T H E W G A R D N E R
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
T h e r e I s m u c h t o l o o k f o r w a r d
t o f o r t h e B r u i n s i n t h e 2 0 1 2 N o r t h
west Conference sof tba l l season.
In a league that includes the de
fending NCAA Division III national
champions, the Linfield Wildcats,
the George Fox University Bruins
start the season predicted to finish
s ix th in the 2012 NWC d iv i s ion .
After a rough and disappoint
ing 2011 season that was plagued
by injuries and a young group of
inexperienced players, the Bruins
are ready for a strong showing this
season . Las t season , the Bru ins
battled through four early-season
injuries to key players, managing
a 12-28 overall record (6-22 in the
NWC).
Head Coach Jess ica Ho l len leads
the George Fox University Softball
t e a m i n t o t h e 2 0 1 2 s e a s o n w i t h a n
arsenal of returning players. Nine
letter-winning athletes return for
the Bruins, including six starters and
all three starting pitchers.
" W e a r e e x c i t e d b e c a u s e w e
are a better team this year and can
jump a few spots in the conference
standings," said Head Coach Jessica
Bethany Chriss
Hollen, "We have several incoming
freshman that are likely to make an
immediate impaa."
T h e 2 0 1 2 N o r t h w e s t C o n f e r e n c e
Softbal l Pre-Season Coaches' Pol l
revealed L infield as a unanimous
favorite, closely followed by Pacific
Lutheran University.The good news
for the Bruins is that the rest of the
league is narrowly separated, giving
the Bruins a chance to surprise the
NWC with a combination of healthy
players and new recruits.
Leading the Bruins offensively
into the new season are returning
starters Bethany Chriss and Nicole
Renteria. Both players received All-
Conference Honorab le Ment ion in
the 2011 NWC season. Shortstop
Chriss (.342-5-25) and left fielder
Renteria (.298-0-9) are expected to
excel this season and spearhead the
explosive bruin offense.
A key to success for the 2012
Bruin softball team, will be on the
defensive side of the ball. "If we are
going to have a successful season,
we need to play solid defense and
eliminate the crucial errors from last
season,"says Hollen.
Heading up the pitching
staff wi l l be sophomores Er in
Hento (9-13, 4.46 ERA, 57 strike
outs in 125.2 Innings) and Allyssa
DenDekker (3-13, 5.98, 25 K's, 119.1
innings). Both are returning players
from last season and have signifi
cantly improved entering the 2012
s e a s o n .
The future is bright for the un
derrated Bruins softball program
looking forward to the upcom
ing season. George Fox University
opens the 2012 season with a series
of games down In Southern Cali
fornia Feb. 9-12. The Bruins take on
Occidental College Thursday at 2:00
p.m.. Chapman University Friday at
3:00 p.m., and California Lutheran
University on Sunday at noon.
" I f w e c a n b u c k l e d o w n o n
defense and keep our players
healthy, we should have a success
ful season," says Head Coach Jessica
Hollen. The Bruins certainly have
reason to be excited for the start of
t he 2012 NWC season .
N i c o l e R e n t e r i a
Blazers still top team in the West
B y M I K E U L S TA D
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
As of Feb. 3, the Portland Trail-
blazers are 13-10. Not a great
record, but far from terrible. We all
saw terrible at the Rose Garden on
Feb. 1 in the form of the Charlotte
B o b c a t s .
But the Blazers are absolutely
dominant at home. In fact, they
play so much better at home than
on the road that Just one of their 10
losses this season have come at the
Rose Garden Arena in Portland
You don' t have to have taken
calculus, though, to figure out how
bad their record Is on the road. Of
their 13 wins, just three have come
on the road to go along with their
nine road losses. That's a 25 percent
winning average on the road. Not
a good mark by any stretch of the
imag ina t ion .
But you didn't read the article
title wrong. The Blazers are still a
top team in the Western Conference
a n d s h o u l d b e a b l e t o d o s o m e
damage once playoff time comes
around. Here are two reasons why:
The Chemistry
Something many fans continue
to overlook is how difficult it is to
get comfortable with new players
on the court. Portland has had to
figure out an entirely new way to
play basketball this season with
former star'Brandon Roy no longer
in the picture. They also have four
brand new players in the rotation:
Raymond Felton, Jamal Crawford,
Craig Smith, and Kurt Thomas. It
is unfair to think that after just a
m o n t h o f t h e s e a s o n t h e t e a m
should be playing perfectly with all
these new pieces.
They will figure It out because
this team has something special.
The unselfishness and together
ness of this team is something rare
in today's National Basketball As
sociation. You hardly see teams in
this league with players willing to
play as a team instead of having
players play for themselves. It is
truly special to watch, and that will
be an X-factor come the end of the
s e a s o n .
Raymond Felton and the Road-
Version of Gerald Wallace:
I'll go ahead and just say that
Raymond Felton has been abso
lutely awful so far this season. As
I just mentioned in the previous
section, he is still getting used to his
new teammates , bu t wow. Shoot
ing only 37 percent from the field
and 19 percent from behind the
3-point line, it is safe to say he can
only get better. If he even gets close
to his career averages, this team will
improve tremendously.
And finally we move on to one
of the most perplexing features
of th is team: the road-vers ion of
Gerald Wallace. I'm as confused as
anyone why he struggles so much
on the road and looks like a peren
nial all-star at home. Is it the moti
vating "Ger-ald Wall-acel" chants
that seem to occur at least once per
home game? Is it the home locker
room? Is it some pre-game ritual
that can only happen in Portland?
Who knows? It Is extremely con
fusing as to where these struggles
come from. Wallace shoots a blister
ing 61 percent at home and aver
ages close to 20 points per game.
On the road, though, he is shooting
a paltry 33 percent and averaging 8
points per game.
I have no idea what the case is,
but what I do know is that a veteran
like Gerald Wallace will step up his
game as the season goes on, and
the team will greatly improve on
the road once he finally gets past
these road struggles.
This team has something
special, and as the team gets to
know each other's playing styles
more, wins will come.
Just be patient.
And start saving up for those
playoff tickets in April. You won't
regret it.
Women's rugby team brings diversity to Fox
B y E R I C A T I F FA N Y- B R O W N
Crescent Sta f f
At the end of January, 38
women from George Fox Uni
versity and the general Newberg
a r e a a t t e n d e d t h e fi r s t i n f o r m a
tional meeting for a campus-based
women's rugby team. The leaders
of the club hope that at least 25
to 30 of these women will show a
strong interest and start coming to
practices in order for the team to
thr ive .
"What made me want to start
the club was a passion for the
sport," said Bailie Bowey, one of
the team leaders. "I came into Fox
with a list of goals i had for my four
years here—one of them was to
introduce the university to rugby,
and here we are."
Rugby is a sport that not only
helps its players stay in shape, but
also allows them to become more
coordinated, make use of problem-
solving skills, and learn how to
control both their bodies and their
e m o t i o n s .
"Fox needs some diversity, and
rugby is a sport with a unique set of
rules that represents cultures and"
traditions from around the world,"
Bowey said.
Despite the common stereo
type that the sport is extremely
aggressive and dangerous, rugby
can actually be just as safe, if not
more safe, than other sports played
on the field—especially when
the proper form and techniques
are learned during the training
p r o c e s s .
This semester, the season is ex
pected to consist of introductionsto the game, followed by practices
and scrimmages with local teams
from around the Portland metro
area. This wi l l a l low the team to
prepare for the competitive season
of collegiate and women's club
rugby in the fall.
Hannah Rosenbohm is another
team leader and George Fox
student. She mentioned that rugby
allows for many different levels of
athleticism, body build, past sports
experience, and specific skill sets.
Anyone with a real interest in the
sport is more than welcome to join.
"In most sports there is one
position that holds the spotlight
over all the others. In rugby, you do
or die together," Rosenbohm said.
"You cannot play alone, and you
will never win alone."
Both women place much em
phasis on the fact that there are
no real qualifications needed to
join the team. What is important,
however, is that future players have
a willingness to learn, grow, and
support their fellow teammates.
"When a group of women
or girls comes together with a
common purpose, they learn things
about each other and themselves
that they might never have discov
ered otherwise," Rosenbohm said.
Women are encouraged to sign
up for the team no matter how late
in the season—^just send an email
to Bailie Bowey or Hannah Rosen
bohm for more information on how
to join this competitive community.
W h a t a r e
the odds?
B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S
Crescent Sta f f
On Jan. 31, the men's basket
ball team played Lewis and Clark
to a win, 116-122 in the four th
overtime. The game was only the
second time that the Bruins have
ever played into four overtimes.
The last time the Bruins had four
o v e t Wr n e s w a s \ n a g a N n s X V w v -
fl e l d .
Junior, Jon Adrian played in
the home game against the Pio
neers and ironically his father,
Dave Adrian, played for George
Fox in the 1975 games against the
Wildcats. "As far as I've heard," Dave
A d r i a n s a i d , " o f t h e m o r e t h a n
2,100 plus George Fox men's bas
ketball games played, our games
are the only two to be four over
t i m e s ! "
As a starter, Jon Adrian played
54 of the 300-minute game and
had one of the first steals of the
night. "Jon is a better defender
than I was in my playing days,"
Dave Adrian said of his son."He has
earned his playing time by being a
tenac ious de fender and unse lfish
t e a m m a t e . "
Reflecting on his game in 1975,
Dave Adrian said, "Of the 100 plus
games I played for the Bruins, it'sthe only game I can actually re
member the final score, 123-116.
We played at Linfield and, much
like Jon's four overtime game, it
was a war of desire and attrit ion.
A four-overtime game Is a true
memory maker!"In addition to sharing this once
in a lifetime coincidence, the fa
ther-son duo have a close relation
ship. "We're a very close knit familyand spend a lot of time together
traveling, talking, and of course,
sharing sports," Dave Adrian said.
In a previous Interview with
the Crescent, Jon Adrian talked
about his father's influence, "My
dad is my best friend. I look up
to him like crazy." Jon Adrian also
sports the number 33 jersey, just
as his father did.
This admiration seems to be
echoed both ways.
"A coach can always find plenty
of guys to shoot, but rarely find
guys who take 'joy' in outworking
an opponent and are more con
cerned with 'TEAMr Dave Adrian
said. "Jon Is that rare find."
